
Custom Training Solutions  
for Government
 
Government agencies are endlessly pressured 
to recover savings through efficiency measures. 
Budgets tighten, full-time employee (FTE) levels 
are capped, and travel is replaced with the 
teleconference. But the need for workforce training 
doesn’t change. In fact, for government agencies, 
there is no margin of error in matching regulatory 
requirements. 

Workforce training programs are an overlooked 
area for recovering operational efficiencies—that is 
true for the public and private sector. Because the 
total size of the workforce employed by government 
entities is generally large, and relatively stable, the 
opportunity for efficiency in the government sector, 
by modernizing training programs, shouldn’t be 
ignored. 
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Today, cities, states, and agencies of the federal 
government are realizing the savings from 
taking workforce training online. Vivid offers 
this alternative to the traditional live training 
experience, with Safety Training Systems that 
automate accountability, and on demand courses 
created by instructional designers and digital 
creatives. 

.

sales@learnatvivid.com
info@learantvivid.com 



Innovation isn’t a buzzword here.
At Vivid, we code our own software, design our 
courses, and work with digital film and HTML 5, 
to deliver smart training solutions to government 
clients. Because of Vivid’s creative production 
capabilities and experienced instructional designers, 
government entities have worked with Vivid on 
custom training projects for over a decade—ask us 
about these projects.

Vivid’s online workforce training experience can 
recover lost productivity, build efficiency, fix costs 
for training programs, and bring back accountability.

Vivid’s Story
Vivid is first a product of the Hanford Nuclear Site—
hardhat, steeled toe, high-risk industrial scenarios 
have always been home for us. In 1995, a handful 
of federal colleagues had been challenged by the 
Department of Energy to disrupt the traditional 
training experience by making it digital, taking it to 
the personal computer. Vivid was a ‘tech startup’ 
before the phrase was popular and the company 
has kept the flame of innovation alive in confronting 
new challenges. 

Better training, smarter workforce.  
We get it. 
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